
INTER HOUSE SHOW AND TELL CONTEST 

“Where the mind is without fear and the head is held high, where knowledge is free. 

Where the world has not been broken up into fragments by narrow domestic walls. Where words come out 

from the depth of truth, where tireless striving stretches its arms toward perfection. Where the clear stream 

of reason has not lost its way into the dreary desert sand of dead habit. Where the mind is led forward by 

thee”       

- Rabindranath Tagore  

It is always a great pride to pay our tribute to our country and to our great leaders. In remembrance 

of the 75 years of freedom of our country and the immense contributions made by our legendary 

leaders, a show and tell contest was conducted on 30th of August for the students of grade II of 

Delhi Public School, Hyderabad as part of their Inter House Competitions. 

The predominant objective of this contest was to strengthen the verbal skills and to foster public 

speaking competency of the young minds and also sensitize and inspire the little ones with the 

incredible journey of our country and make them aware of the great contributions made by the 

legendary leaders for a better today while instilling love for the nation in them. The students were 

extremely excited to share their narratives and eagerly waited for their turn to show and tell. They 

took part in the contest with great zest and zeal and the turnout was quite astonishing.  The 

students presented themselves with a great poise and exhibited the stunning props which also 

included charts and posters prepared by them adding beauty and meaning to the scenario. The 

students spoke about India, its culture and heritage. Some emphasized on its phenomenal growth 

for the past 75 years while some remembered the great leaders and their immeasurable sacrifices. 

Few students even spoke about Tiranga and its importance while some talked about India, its 

unity in diversity.  These inspiring presentations left no stone unturned to achieve a realistic 

appraisal of their skills and to discover the power of spoken words. It was an enthralling 

experience for the students sharing their narratives confidently with pride and also the entire 

ambience contributed to the learning arena for everyone involved.  

 

 


